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The state of Vermont has 262 towns,
most of them small. Although larger

and wealthier towns have full-time asses-
sors, smaller towns often employ
part-time listers, who are charged with
keeping parcel inventories up to date
and certifying a “grand list” itemizing all
properties in the jurisdiction, along with
their taxable values. Over the past two
decades the Vermont Department of
Taxes Division of Property Valuation and
Review (PVR) has assisted towns in ac-
quiring computer capabilities to aid
them in this process. But with the rapid
pace of technological change, it was evi-
dent by the mid-nineties that many towns
were laboring with awkward and obso-
lescent computer systems or even

paper-based appraisal processes.
Among the consequences affecting

both the towns and the state were ineq-
uitable taxation and excessive appraisal
costs. These problems in turn raised the
unwelcome possibility that state highway
and education funding might be with-
held from certain communities.
Furthermore, Vermont’s proposed Edu-
cation Reform Act (later signed into law
as Act 60) called for the redistribution
of resources, with wealthier communi-
ties remitting some tax revenues, which
the state passed on to less affluent com-
munities to support school systems. The
bill called for properties to be appraised
at 100 percent of market value, and pro-
posed that the accuracy of appraisals be
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maintained at specific standards. It was
clear that serious efforts would have to
be made to ensure that the towns could
meet those standards.

After researching the current state of
the art among computer assisted mass
appraisal systems, officials at PVR con-
cluded that it would be necessary to
replace the existing legacy appraisal sys-
tems. A new computer solution, they
determined, would have to incorporate
a proven, standardized process for prop-
erty valuation and be capable of meeting
the current and future needs of the
state. Beyond that, the solution needed
to be user friendly and capable of oper-
ating in both larger centers and small,
remote  towns. Finally, it should commu-
nicate with Vermont’s tax roll, or “grand
list,” software application, which was pro-
vided by the New England Municipal
Resource Center (NEMRC). In 1995
PVR drafted a procurement document
stressing these objectives.

At the time the request for proposals
was issued, MicroSolve Corporation,
based in Waltham, Massachusetts, was,
like many other mass appraisal compa-
nies, in the early stages of developing a
Windows-based mass appraisal program
with a graphical user interface, able to
take advantage of modern database tech-
nology and the more rapid processing
speeds of the new generation of Intel
chips. The lack of a fully developed pack-
age was not altogether a disadvantage,

since it enabled the developers to incor-
porate a number of Vermont’s
requirements into the system architec-
ture as they proceeded.

As it prepared a response to the RFP,
MicroSolve initiated a dialogue with
NEMRC to explore possibilities for a
collaborative effort. It was felt that an
integrated mass appraisal and adminis-
trative/accounting system would serve
the needs of Vermont listers, and ulti-
mately have more appeal to the state,
than an independent program, however
capable (Schreiber 2002). The integra-
tion issues were complicated, however,
because most MicroSolve users were still
running the older DOS-based CAMA
system, while the newer software being
developed still lacked a number of im-
portant features. NEMRC, on the other
hand, had much of its software written
in an early form of FoxPro that lacked
many of the graphic capabilities now
considered standard. Both companies,
therefore, had to offer widely used but
obsolescent versions of their products
for immediate installation, with a prom-
ise that modern releases were on the way.

On the other hand, because both com-
panies were built around a single
product (CAMA and municipal account-
ing, respectively), without layers of
bureaucracy between decision makers
and technicians, they were able to de-
velop a prototype integration
mechanism before their joint proposal
was submitted. Called upon to show the
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systems in operation after the first stage
of proposal evaluation, they demon-
strated how parcel-identifying data
entered in the NEMRC program flowed
directly to the CAMA database and, re-
ciprocally, how values produced by the
CAMA program were promptly written
back to the NEMRC files.

These practical considerations, to-
gether with the willingness of the
principals to work closely with PVR in
implementing Vermont-specific stan-
dards and requirements, convinced
Vermont’s decision makers to award a
joint contract to the two companies.

LAUNCHING THE PROJECT

From the start, the state’s Information
Technology Division provided PVR with
a systems analyst with appraisal exper-
tise, who became the project leader with
responsibility for training and ongoing
support. This decision proved invalu-
able. Communications between the
towns and the state’s Tax Department
improved, as did associated assessment
business processes. To supplement the
analyst’s expertise and ensure input
from practitioners active in mass ap-
praisal, a CAMA committee was formed.
Its members included local assessors and
listers, heads of appraisal firms that regu-
larly assisted towns in reappraisals, and
some of the Tax Department’s district
advisors whose responsibilities included

assisting listers in the production of a
grand list.

A major responsibility of the CAMA
committee was to establish unified ap-
praisal standards that could be applied
by the software, particularly in database
design and in the details of the cost ap-
proach. What categories of energy
adjustment would be recorded, for ex-
ample, or what thicknesses of basement
walls? How should finished basements
be priced? Porch ceilings? Apartments
over garages? Even though there was
consensus on continuing to use Marshall
& Swift cost data, problems remained.
Outbuildings, even on residential prop-
erties, are priced from the Marshall
Valuation Service commercial manual.
Not every building class and quality level
is represented in those tables, and as a
result users must supply their own fig-
ures for certain property classes and
quality levels. One task of the CAMA
committee was thus to approve supple-
mentary cost figures in certain cases.

Because many towns wished to move
at once to a more efficient CAMA sys-
tem, PVR installed MicroSolve’s
DOS-based legacy program while the
newer Windows-based program was be-
ing finalized. Towns were assured that
their data would be converted without
cost to the new software when they ac-
quired it. Thus for three or four
transitional years, two software packages
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were in use in Vermont, with the new
one gradually overtaking and replacing
the old.

The tasks of program modification
and adjustment were made somewhat
easier by the software design. Instead of
being hard-coded throughout, with a
cost approach that operates only as origi-
nally configured, the CAMA 2000
software is equipped with a built-in user
programming environment in which the
cost approach can be modified or even
radically changed without affecting the
underlying source code. Similarly, report
formats can be adjusted to suit local
needs and conditions. Because of these
features, the cost calculator underwent
almost continual modification during
the first two years the system was de-
ployed.

During the same period a handful of
towns stepped forward to act as beta sites
for the developing software. This was not
always a gratifying role, since the soft-
ware still contained bugs and in some
areas lacked important or even essential
features. However, the towns’ participa-
tion accelerated and focused the
development, particularly in cases where
a revaluation had to be completed by a
deadline. The achievement of a certifi-
able grand list in such cases was a cause
for celebration and relief. Around this
time a state-commissioned study of
equalization procedures gave added
impetus to the drive for improved valu-
ation software at the local level (Almy,
Gloudemans, Jacobs & Denne, 1999).

With program changes occurring rap-
idly, version control became a critical
matter. Both the underlying software
and the higher-level cost approach in-
structions were undergoing
modification, and it occasionally hap-
pened that new changes were applied
to an older version, resulting in the ap-
pearance of a regression in function.
These problems were solved by imple-
menting a rigorous process of registering
changes and maintaining “release ver-
sions” of the software in multiple backup
copies.

The robust software that emerged
from the development process is based
on a flexible relational database suitable
for small, medium-sized, and large juris-
dictions. It operates in a network or
stand-alone environment, integrating
the sophisticated Apex sketching pro-
gram and the SPSS statistical capability.
Users can easily attach digital photos to
the parcel record and print them out
(along with sketches) on a property
record card that can be configured to
local requirements. A user-accessible
data dictionary allows the database to be
modified to suit individual needs
(though for Vermont users PRV requires
a basic standard set of fields). The com-
mercial cost approach uses the Marshall
& Swift Commercial Estimator as a “black
box,” allowing quarterly rate updates
from CDs. Any income approach that
can be implemented on a spreadsheet
can be connected with the database and
run on any records the user chooses.
There are effectively no size limitations
on either the database or the number
of fields that can be accommodated. The
software allows nuanced adjustments of
the weights used to search out compa-
rable properties. It makes multiple
regression easy to operate. And it facili-
tates rapid execution of sales ratio
studies to measure appraisal equity
(Schreiber 2003).

THE PROJECT MATURES

As time went on and the “bug list” grew
shorter, more towns became interested
in acquiring the software. Working
with limited staff resources, PVR pri-
oritized these candidates, giving
preference to those towns facing re-
valuations within the next year. The
arrangement was that PVR itself would
convert existing data to the new for-
mat, perform the on-site installation,
and act as the first responder to any
software or data problems encoun-
tered by local listers, while MicroSolve
served as a technical backup and the
“fixer” of last resort.
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It soon became evident that the PVR
project leader (who also had adminis-
trative duties in the department) could
not singlehandedly cope with all these
tasks without extending the towns’ wait
for service over an unacceptably long
period. Recognizing this, PVR allo-
cated additional personnel who could
be trained in the basic procedures of
software implementation and support.
The project leader retained overall re-
sponsibility, but increasingly the basic
mechanical services could be provided
by a small cadre of well trained staff.

MicroSolve, for its part, continued
its policy of responding to all software
or data problems as soon as they were
reported. Even though conditions in
the town offices varied widely—with a
variety of network environments, many
obsolescent standalone computers, a
bewildering array of printers con-
nected in ways that sometimes defied
explanation, and local expertise rang-
ing from power user to
computerphobe—the great majority of
such problems were resolved the same
day they were reported.

By maintaining control over the ver-
sion of the cost approach distributed
to the towns as well as the cost tables
affecting both building and land val-
ues, and by serving as the gatekeeper
for access to the software itself, which
it put through a rigorous testing pro-
cedure before each release, PVR was
able to maintain uniformity and con-
sistency among the towns that chose
to acquire the CAMA 2000 mass ap-
praisal system.

Meanwhile the two companies hold-
ing the contract with PVR—MicroSolve
and NEMRC—created a more sophis-
ticated link between the new versions
of their programs. Each produced
transaction files that the other pro-
gram automatically checked. Updates
of the identifying information received
by CAMA from the administrative pro-
gram occurred whenever a user
launched the CAMA program from

NEMRC. Updates of the NEMRC tax-
able value occurred whenever the user
placed values in appropriate fields in
the CAMA program and then moved
back to NEMRC. Tools in NEMRC fa-
cilitated reconciliation of the two
databases, to ensure that taxable totals
on each side matched.

Additional features were developed
to aid the independent appraisal com-
panies who often did mass appraisal on
contract for the towns. MicroSolve
added the ability to create a sales file
with the same structure as the primary
file and stock it with only sold proper-
ties, either on a mass basis or as each
sale was recorded. This file could be ac-
cessed separately and used to select
comparable sales or perform multiple
regression analysis. To aid in data col-
lection and updating, the developers
created the “check-out/check-in” fea-
ture. This allowed users to download
selected portions of a database to indi-
vidual laptops, which could be taken into
the field and used to update the records
on site. Meanwhile, the records in the
main-office database were designated as
“checked out” and could not be up-
dated. When the field laptop was
returned to the office, its data could be
read back into the main database, and
the records, now officially “checked in,”
could be further updated or analyzed as
needed.

In addition to installing new copies of
the software in the towns, PVR staff con-
ducted training at key points around the
state, maintaining a basic level of famil-
iarity among listers with the software and
the elements of valuation. MicroSolve,
for its part, trained PVR personnel in
database design and in more advanced
features of the system, such as data con-
version, market valuation techniques,
and the income approach. The company
also provided one-on-one instruction to
the private appraisal companies that ser-
viced the towns, emphasizing techniques
that could improve the efficiency of data
collection and valuation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEN-

DATIONS

By the middle of 2003, more than 160
of Vermont’s 262 towns had acquired
and were actively using the software.
Even though PVR had never required
the towns to purchase the “official”
CAMA system, and in spite of active
marketing efforts by competing compa-
nies, towns by and large opted for the
stability, uniformity, and reliability asso-
ciated with the CAMA 2000 product.
The Department of Taxes continues to
conduct training for increasing numbers
of listers throughout the state.

A review of the lengthy implementa-
tion process leads to a series of
recommendations, some of which could
shorten the cycle for other states or large
cities facing a similar challenge.

1. Anticipate a long phase-in.

Particularly if you intend to customize
the software to meet specific needs or
functional criteria, you must recognize
that no initial specifications can be suf-
ficiently detailed to prevent ambiguity
and the need for extensive testing and
revision. Soliciting input from the ma-
jor user groups will help ensure
acceptance and ultimate utility of the
software. Do not plan on using the soft-
ware in next year’s revaluation if it is not
yet fully developed and tested. Seek test
sites that are in the midst of data main-
tenance and have intermittent need to
calculate values on individual properties
but are not facing urgent deadlines.

2. Designate a capable facilitator.

It is an axiom of technology transfer that
every technical innovation needs a
champion – someone who can respond
knowledgeably to user problems and see
past immediate obstacles to the poten-
tial long-term benefits. The facilitator
needs considerable technical skill, a
thorough understanding of the applica-
tion and the appraisal techniques to
which it is being applied, and the en-

ergy, tact, and perseverance to respond
to user needs as they arise. Ideally there
would be two or more such persons in
the early stages of an implementation
project, but most government agencies
are fortunate if they can enlist one.

3. Keep good records.

In a fast-paced development project it is
surprisingly easy to lose track of software
releases (which versions have which fea-
tures), the status of bug fixes and
enhancements, and who among the test
sites has what version. Both the devel-
oper and the sponsoring agency should
keep these records, and they should fre-
quently compare notes to ensure
agreement. Along with these electronic
and paper records, there must be ar-
chives of the software source code and
executable programs, reflecting both
the current release and those that pre-
ceded it. It is sometimes necessary to
backtrack, because of unexpected side
effects in a current release. In that case
users may be relieved to return to a more
reliable albeit less capable version.

4. Provide adequate end-user support.

As installations proliferate, so do user
questions and problems. This will hap-
pen even when the software is robust
and well made. CAMA programs are
complex and multi-faceted. Relatively
few users understand all aspects of them.
Further, many appraisers are not highly
intuitive computer users. They may have
only a hazy idea how the files that make
up the database are laid out or where
the photographs tied in with the data
records are stored. A central agency that
intends to support all the users in the
field must make an early and broadly
accurate estimate of the level of demand,
both for training and for ongoing tech-
nical assistance. If current staff levels are
insufficient to handle demand, there
may have to be a reallocation of respon-
sibilities in the agency, new hires (which
rarely can be done without long-range
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planning and budget requisitions), or
reliance on outside contract personnel.
The software developer is the most ob-
vious source of the needed expertise, but
the developer too will need some ad-
vance warning, and the cost implications
of these alternatives will require careful
study.

5. Plan for the long haul.

Even though software development is a
never-ending process, a time comes in
the course of a project when innovation
is superseded by institutionalization. At
that point the pace of change becomes
more moderate. Existing users are gen-
erally familiar with the program and its
capabilities, and new users know what
to expect in terms of both features and
reliability. The role of the facilitator may
become more supervisory, as junior staff
take on standardized roles of installa-
tion, training, and support. This is a time
when long-term development goals
should be reconsidered. How should the
CAMA system be linked to other software
(geographic information system, admin-
istration and accounting, Internet
display and operation)? How should
current technical innovations (hand-
held data collectors, wireless
transmission capabilities) be incorpo-
rated? Is the original developer capable
of acting as a systems integrator, or do
you need to seek other resources? It is
unwise for senior administrators to as-
sume that little thought is required by a
project once it is running smoothly. This
may be exactly the right moment to take
the decisive next step.
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